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Abstract
The falling and settling of solid particles in gases and liquids is a
natural phenomenon happens in many industrial processes. This
phenomenon has altered pure forced convection to a combination of
heat conduction and heat convection in a flow over a plate. In this
paper, the coupling of conduction (inside the plate) and forced
convection of a non-homogeneous nanofluid flow (over a flat plate) is
investigated, which is classified in conjugate heat transfer problems.
Two-component four-equation non-homogeneous equilibrium model
for convective transport in nanofluids has been applied that
incorporates the effects of nanoparticle migration due to the
thermophoresis Nt, Brownian motion Nb, and Lewis number Le
simultaneously. Employing similarity variables, we have transformed
the basic non-dimensional partial differential equations to ordinary
differential ones and then solved numerically. Moreover, variation of
the heat transfer and concentration rates with thermal resistance of the
plate is studied in detail. Setting the lowest dependency of heat
transfer rate to the thermal resistance of the plate as a goal, we have
shown that for two nanofluids with similar heat transfer
characteristics, the one with higher Brownian motion is desired.

1. Introduction
There has been a significant amount of efforts to
investigate the flow and heat transfer of a viscous
incompressible fluid over a surface. After Blasius [1]
who studied boundary layer over a flat plate by
employing a similarity transformation to reduce the
partial differential boundary layer equations to a
nonlinear third-order ordinary differential ones, a
large amount of literatures on this issue have been
aaaa
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conducted that are cited by Kays and Crawford [2].
The two well-known boundary conditions in the
mentioned literatures for energy equation named are
constant wall temperature and constant heat flux. In
these conditions, Thermal interactions between the
fluid and the surface are particularly at the upper
surface of the plate which gets wet by the fluid;
however, in practical situations, the boundary
condition at the lower surface are known and must be
settled.
Hence, heat transfer through the plate (conduction)
must be taken into account in addition to the solid-
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Nomenclature

C
Cf

Specific heat of the gas mixture (J.kg-1.K-1)
Multicomponent thermal diffusion

cp

coefficient (kg.m-1.s-1)

DB
DT

Species mole fraction

T



Gravity vector



-1

f
h
k
Le

Molar enthalpy (J.mole )
Unity tensor
Diffusive mass flux vector (kg.m-2.s-1)
Mole mass of the ith species (kg.mole-1)

Nb

Unity vector normal to the inflow/outflow

Nt

opening or wall

Nu
p

Pressure (pa)

Pr
qw
qm
Re
Sh

t
x, y
u, v

Time (s)
Greek Symbols
thermal diffusivity





rescaled nanoparticle volume fraction
similarity variable
kinematic viscosity

p

particle density

f

fluid density

(c p )f

heat capacity of the fluid

(cp )P

effective heat capacity of the nanoparticle



-1

Universal gas constant (=8.314 J.mole.K )
Forward reaction rate of the kth gas phase
reaction (mole.m-3.s-1)



Reverse reaction rate of the kth gas phase

f

-3

(mole.m-2.s-1)
Cartesian coordinates system
Temperature (K)

-1

w

reaction (mole.m .s )
Reaction rate for the lth surface reaction



fluid convective heat transfer. Not surprisingly, the
fluid effects of thermal resistance of the plate have to
be included in the formulation, i.e. mutual thermal
effects of fluid-solid have to be considered, which are
usually referred as conjugated heat transfer problems.
A seminal study in this field was conducted by
Perelman [3] who studied boundary layer flow and
heat transfer over a flat plate of finite thickness with
two dimensional thermal conduction in the plate.
Luikov et al. [4] employed the Fourier sine
transformation to solve the problem in terms of
Fourier variables. Later, Luikov [5] solved the same
problem subject to the linear temperature distribution
boundary condition in the plate. Then, a
comprehensive survey on this subject conducted by
Payvar [6], Karvinen [7, 8], Pozzi and Lupo [9] and
Pop and Ingham [10]. It is worth mentioning that
conjugated heat transfer has frequent industrial
applications such as compact heat exchangers, solar
collectors and coating materials particularly in turbine
blades. Along with the technology’s improvement,
enhancing the performance of conventional heat
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parameter defined by ( c p ) P / ( c p ) f
stream function
Subscripts
temperature of the hot fluid
condition on the sheet
ambient conditions

transfer became a main issue owing to low thermal
conductivity of the most common fluids such as water
, oil, and ethylene-glycol mixture. Since the thermal
conductivity of solids is often higher than that of
liquids, the idea of adding particles to a conventional
fluid to enhance its heat transfer characteristics was
emerged. Among all the dimensions of particles such
as macro, micro, and nano, because of some obstacles
in the pressure drop through the system or the problem
of keeping the mixture homogeneous, nano-scaled
particles have attracted more attention. These tiny
particles are fairly close in size to the molecules of the
base fluid and, thus, can realize extremely stable
suspensions with slight gravitational settling over long
periods. The word “nanofluid” was proposed by Choi
[11] to identify engineered colloids composed of
nanoparticles dispersed in a base fluid. Following the
seminal study of this concept by Masuda et al. [12], a
considerable amount of research in this field has risen
exponentially. Meanwhile, theoretical studies emerged
to model the nanofluid behaviors. To date, the
proposed models are twofold: the homogeneous flow
models and the dispersion models. Buongiorno [13]
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indicated that the homogeneous models tend to underpredict the nanofluid heat transfer coefficient, and
because of the nanoparticle size, the dispersion effect
is completely negligible. Hence, Buongiorno
developed an alternative model to explain the
abnormal convective heat transfer enhancement in
nanofluids and eliminate the shortcomings of the
homogeneous and dispersion models. He considered
seven slip mechanisms the inertia, Brownian
diffusion, thermophoresis, diffusiophoresis, Magnus,
fluid drainage, and gravity and claimed that, of these
seven, only Brownian diffusion and thermophoresis
are the important slip mechanisms in nanofluids.
Moreover, Buongiorno concluded that the turbulence
is not affected by nanoparticles. With this finding as
basis, he proposed a two-component four-equation
non-homogeneous equilibrium model for convective
transport in nanofluids. Above-mentioned model has
recently been used by Kuznetsov and Nield [14] to
study the influence of nanoparticles on natural
convection boundary-layer flow past a vertical plate.
Then, a comprehensive survey of convective transport
of nanofluids in the boundary layer flow conducted by
Sheikholeslami et al. [15-24], Hassani et al. [25],
Malvandi et al. [26], Ashorynejad [27], Soleimani et
al. [21], Hatami et al. [28], Malvandi [29] and Alinia
et al. [30].
The focal point of this paper is to consider the
impacts of the thermal resistance of the plate on the
flow of a non-homogeneous nanofluid over a flat
plate. Usual boundary layer equations along a flat
plate have been considered for highlighting the effects
of plate’s thermal resistance. In contrast to simple heat
boundary condition on upper surface of plate, the
temperature at the lower surface is prescribed. Thus,
the mutual thermal effects of conduction inside and
convection along a flat plate have been considered.
This problem is classified as conjugate heat transfer in
nanofluid and to the best of the authors' knowledge, no
investigation has been communicated so far. It must
be declared that this problem can be considered as an
extension (nanoparticles included) of [31] and has
applications in industries such as flat fins, cooling of
electronic boards, solar collectors.

t ( x ) is non-uniform, which may be varied along the
plate's length, see Figure 1, where for clarity, the
variation of the thickness of the plate has been
exaggerated. The thickness of the plate is sufficiently
smaller than its length; so it is reasonable to neglect
the longitudinal conduction through the boundary
layer and assume the linear temperature distribution in
the plate. The nanofluid flows above the surface at a
constant velocity, temperature and concentration of
U∞, T∞, C∞ respectively. The convective heat transfer
coefficient for the beneath fluid is hb which is great
enough to maintain the lower surface at a constant
temperature of Tb. Furthermore, the values of
temperature and concentration at the top surface are
named Tw, Cw respectively. This description can be a
model for the case of solid coating [31] or
sedimentation in heat exchangers.

3. Governing Equation
Neglecting the effects of viscous dissipation on
temperature gradients, the transport equations for
mentioned problem including continuity, momentum
and energy equations in the Cartesian coordinates can
be expressed as
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2. Problem Definition
Consider
the
steady
two-dimensional
incompressible flow of a nanofluid over a semiinfinite flat plate which is heated by a highly
convective fluid at beneath. Thickness of the plate
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Subject to thee following bo
oundary cond
ditions



 0 y0
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, v ( x, 0)  0
U  y  
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 , T ( x, y  )  T
 k
y  0 
y 0 
C ( x, y  0)
0 =C w , C ( x , y   )  C

kw

(5)

T  T
Tb  T

Wheree is the usuual stream funnction, i.e. annd, is the
kinemaatic viscosityy of the fluid. Substituting Equation
7 intoo Equations (1–5), the following ordinary
differeential equationn obtained
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Fig.1. Geom
metry of physsical model and coordinatees
system.

IIt is apparentt from equatiion 3 that heaat transfer off a
nnanofluid is combined of conductio
on (first RH
HS
tterm), conveection (LHS term), and
d nanoparticlleddiffusion (seecond RHS term). The LHS term of
eequation 4 in
ndicates the slip velocity of
o nanoparticles
of
rrelative to th
he base fluid, due to the combination
c
tthe Browniaan motion (first RHS term)
t
and th
he
tthermophoressis (second RHS
R
term). For
F t ( x )  L ,
tthe longitud
dinal conducction along the wall is
nnegligible co
ompared with
h the transverrse conductio
on
aacross the waall. Hence, asssuming a lineear distributio
on
oof temperature at the soliid part, we can
c express th
he
ttemperature gradient
g
as follows

Tw  T b
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y 0 
t (x )
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2
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(10)

With thhe boundary cconditions

f (0))  f ' (0)  0, f ' (   )  1,

 (0))  1  J  ' (0)),  (   )  0,

(11)

 (0)  1,  (   )  0
Wheree ' denotes dderivative withh respect to η and the
non-dim
mensional paarameters are
1

In additio
on, the phy
ysical properrties includiing
vviscosity, th
hermal diffussivity, Prand
dtl number are
a
aassumed to be
b constant according
a
to Refs. [13, 32
2].
N
Next, equatio
ons (1-4) can
n be reduced to the simpler
oordinary diffferential equ
uations by employing the
t
similarity varriables in the following forrm
U
C  C
   xU  f   ,  
y,  
,
(7)
(
Cw  C
x
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heree Pr , Le , Nb , Nt , J rrepresents thee Prandtl
numbeer, the Lewis number, the Brownian mootion, the
thermoophoresis annd dimensionnless plate rresistance
respecttively, and tthe thermophhysical propperties of
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water/alumina nanoparticle and base fluid (water) are
also provided as follows:

For considering the effects of J more precisely, the
Nusselt and Sherwood numbers ratio can be defined
as

c pbf  4182, bf  998.2, kbf  0.597,

bf  9.93 104 Kg/(m s)
c p p  773 J/(Kg K),  p  3380 Kg / m3 ,

Nu j
Nu j  0

k p  36 W/(m K)
In General, J is a function of x which can be
obtained from an energy balance at the surface, see
Appendix. Existance of J(x) makes it impossible to
obtain the similarity solution; so, in order to remain
focused on similarity solution, it has been assumed
that the thickness of the plate varies in the form of
t(x) = √ to keep J constant. Needless to say,
variations in thickness of the plate occur in the lower
surface to avoid the inclination on the surface to keep
the upper surface being flat.

4. Pivotal Quantities
Pivotal quantities of interest including the skin
friction coefficient, the local Nusselt and Sherwood
numbers can be defined as

Cf 

w

 U

Sh 

2

, Nu 

xqm
DB (Cw  C )

xqw
,
k f (Tb  T )
(12)

where τw is the surface shear stress, qw and qm are heat
and mass flux at the surface respectively which are
defined as follows

eff  l 1  2.5 

Sh j
Sh j 0



 ' (0) j
 ' (0) j  0
(15)

 (0) j
 ' (0) j 0
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5. Numerical Method and Accuracy
The system of equations (8-10) with boundary
conditions of equation 11 have been solved
numerically via Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg scheme. A
Fortran code has been used to find the numerical
solution of the present boundary value problem
(BVP), the accuracy of which was shown elsewhere
[26]. In order to avoid the grid dependency, the
integration step has been altered from 10-5 to 10-6 and
there is no dependency was observed. Moreover, For
our bulk computaions the far field boundary
conditions denoted by ηmax set to ηmax=10 which was
sufficient to achieve the far field boundary conditions
asymptotically (shown later). As it is clear, fluid
mechanics part of the problem (Equation 8) is the
famous Blasius problem which has been solved by
many researchers and the results have been mentioned
in several textbooks. For heat transfer term,
substituting the J=Nt=Nb=Le=0 in equations (9-10) the
well known heat transfer over a flat plate was
appeared. Here, the reported data of Kays and
Crawford [2] has been used in order to verify the
developed code which has been shown in Table 1 and
Figure 2.

(13)

using the dimenssionless variables equation 7, the rate
of skin friction, heat transfer and concentration can be
written as

C f  f '' (0) Re x 1/ 2
Nu   ' (0) Re x 1/2

Sh   ' (0)Re x 1/2

(14)
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Table 1
Comparison of heat transfer rate for regular fluid for
different values of Prandtl number
pr

0.01

0.1

1

7

50

Kays and
0.05164
Crawford [2]

0.140

0.332

0.645

1.247

Present study 0.05158

0.14003 0.33205 0.64592 1.24728
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6. Result an
nd Discussio
on
The focall point of thiss study is the effects
e
of J on
n
the heat transfer charracteristic of nanofluid flo
ow
oover a flat plaate. Calculatio
ons have been
n performed for
f
tthe selective values: Nt, Nb, Le and thee constant vallue
oof Pr=7.

Fig. 2. Hydro
odynamic boun
ndary layer oveer a flat plate.

(a)

(b)
(
Fig. 3. a) Teemperature pro
ofile for differeent values of J,
=Nt=Nb=0.1 and Le=10 b) Concentraation profile fo
or
ues of J, =Nt=
=Nb=0.1 and Le=10
L
different valu
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Coonsidering thee effective paarameters in thhe values
of J suuch as kf , ν, kkw , we havee considered tthe range
of 0.011 to 100 for J [31].
Thhe effects of J on temperatture and conccentration
profilees have been sshown in Figgures 3a and 33b. These
profilees essentiallyy have the same form ass regular
fluids. The figures show that the solutions saatisfy the
far fielld boundary conditions assymptoticallyy and can
be ussed for thhe validity of our ppresumed
compuutational domain. It is eviddent that an inncrease in
J leadds to a deecrease in ttemperature and the
concenntration’s proofiles; howeever, the tem
mperature
profilee is reduced m
more becausee, a rise in J increases
the theermal resistannce of the plate and conssequently,
the heaat transfer raate decreases. Not surprisiingly, the
temperrature at the pplate declines as well.
Thhe heat transsfer and conncentration raates ratio
versus J, for differeent values off Nt , Nb andd Le have
been ddemonstrated in Figures (4-6). All thhe curves
startedd from unity aat J=0 and haave a same treend when
J increeases: an increease in J, decrreases the ratiio of heat
transfeer and concenntration ratess. The trend dwindles
down when the vaalue of J inccreases, whichh can be
explainned as follow
ws. When J=
=0 there is noo thermal
resistannce at the plaate and the doominated resiistance is
in the convective hheat transfer above the pplate. An
increasse in the valuue of J generaates thermal reesistance,
which gradually inncreases the overall heatt transfer
resistannce; not surrprisingly, thhe heat trannsfer rate
declinees. This treend continuees until the thermal
resistannce of the plaate gets to thee point (J≈1000) where
an inccrease in J hhas almost nno effect on the heat
transfeer rate.
Figgures 4a andd 4b show hoow the Lewiss number
affectss the trendss of the reeduced Nussselt and
Sherwoood numbers' ratio versus J. The Lewis number
definess the ratio of thermal diffusivity to mass
diffusivvity. It charaacterizes fluidd flows wheree there is
simultaaneous heat and mass traansfer by convection.
Considdering Figure 4, we can staate that decreeasing the
Lewis number increeases the effects of J(the deecreasing
trend) on heat trransfer and concentratioon rates.
Thereffore, it is founnd out that foor two nanoffluids, the
one wiith a higher L
Lewis numbeer experiencess a lower
reductiion in the hheat transfer rate. In otheer words,
increassing Lewis nuumber reducees the sensitivvity of the
heat traansfer rate to the plate’s thhermal resistaance J.
Stuudying the nnano-sized paarticles, the eeffects of
the Broownian motioon have to bee considered ddue to its
significcant effects oon heat transsfer and conccentration
rates. It should bbe stated thhat Browniann motion
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reflects the random drifting of suspended
nanoparticles; on the other hand, thermophoresis is
nanoparticle migration due to imposed temperature
gradient across the fluid. The mentioned mechanisms
are the two important slip mechanisms which appear
as a result of nanoparticles’ slip velocity to the base
fluid. For hot surfaces, due to repelling the sub-micron
sized particles, the thermophoresis tends to blow the
nanoparticle volume fraction boundary layer away
from the surface.

whereas at Nt=0.1 it is about 75%. However, the more
J gets, the more suppression on the effects of Nt on the
heat transfer rate occurs. Subsequently, while J>60,
the difference between the curves becomes
insignificant.

(a)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. a) Nusselt number ratio versus J for different
values of Nt, Le=10 and =Nb=0.1 b) Sherwood number
ratio versus J for different values of Nt, Le=10 and
=Nb=0.1

(b)
Fig. 4. a) Nusselt number ratio versus J for different
values of Le, Nt=0.3 and =Nb=0.1 b) Sherwood number
ratio versus J for different values of Le, Nt=0.3 and
=Nb=0.1.

Also, owing to the size of particles, the Brownian
motion has a significant influence on the surrounding
liquids. The effects of the thermophoresis number Nt,
have been illustrated in Figures 5a and 5b. Evidently,
increasing Nt (larger nanoparticles) leads to a rise in
the heat transfer ratio and a fall in the concentration
rate ratio. For J<20, Nt has strong effects on the heat
transfer rate; for example, when J=10, the reduction of
the heat transfer rate at Nt=0.5 is approximately 35%
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Figures 6a and 6b signify the effects of the
Brownian motion parameter,Nb, for the Nusselt and
Sherwood numbers ratio. It can be observed that as Nb
increases, both the ratio of the heat transfer and
concentration rates increase. This means that at higher
values of Nb, J has insignificant effects on the heat
transfer rate of the plate. Also, as Nb grows, regardless
of the value of J, heat transfer rate declines. It can be
seen that in Fig. 6a, even at the highest value of J,
J=100, an increase in Nb from 0.1 to 0.5 intensifies
heat transfer rate significantly (37%). This outcome
can be important in any systems which mechanisms
such as sedimentations or solid-coating causes
additional thermal resistance to the plate.
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transfoormed the bassic partial diffferential equuations to
ordinarry differential ones before solvinng them
numeriically. The vvariation of hheat and conccentration
rates w
with dimensiionless plate thermal resistance J
which arises from
m plate's thhermal thickkness is
analyz ed in detaills. Obtained results indicate that
increassing J leadss to decreasse in both hheat and
concenntration rattes (reducee the nannoparticle
migrattion) and amoong all param
meters includinng Lewis
numbeer, Brownian motion and thermophoreesis, it is
shownn that increassing in Brow
wnian motion (lower
nanopaarticle size) m
may be the m
most effectivve way to
suppreess the effectss of thermal rresistance of the plate
which reduces heatt transfer ratee. On the othher hand,
Lewis number haas the least effect. In addition,
increassing in theermophoresiss parameterr (larger
nanopaarticles) for llower values of thermal rresistance
of the plate can deccline the reduuction of heaat transfer
due to sedimentatioons markedly.

(a)
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(b)
(
Fig. 6. a) Nusselt
N
numberr ratio versus J for differen
nt
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0.1, and Le=10 b) Sherwoo
od
number ratio versus J for different
d
valuess of Nb, Nt=0.3
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77. Conclusio
on
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p
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ttransfer red
duction origiinates from
m the therm
mal
rresistance off a system lik
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tthe sensitivitty of heat trransfer behav
vior to therm
mal
rresistance off the plate as
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n this study, a
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ttransfer of nanofluid has
h
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Employing similarity transformatio
on, we haave
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